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Editorial

As the incoming editor of Sports, Ethics & Philosophy, I feel a certain expectation to announce a
grand and possibly revolutionary plan for the journal. Revolutions are unpredictable things, and the
jou al has th i ed u de Mike M Na ee s a eful guida e. I the efo e feel, e e
o e st o gl ,
that my task, i the sho t te at least, is ot to do a da age. If it ai t oke, do t fi it is a
adage all too easily neglected.
The field of the philosophy of sport is growing, not least in confidence. Philosophers of sport are
widening their philosophical vocabularies, embracing diverse and exotic strands of Continental and
non-Western thinking alongside the rigour of Analytic philosophy. The philosophy of sport is also
rising to new challenges. If I have any overarching goal as the new editor, then it is to foster this
growing breath, rigour and courage of the field.
There can be no complacency. The world that Sports, Ethics & Philosophy occupies is changing,
sometimes rapidly and sometimes unpredictably and alarmingly. We live, as I am hardly the first to
note, in interesting times. Changes in culture, in technology and in politics will be felt within sport,
and may challenge its very nature, almost certainly adding to the multiple forms that sport already
takes, but also changing not merely the way it is played, but also the way it is watched and financed.
For example, the shifts in the political culture of Europe and the United States, as well as globally,
ill p ese t spo t ith p ofou d o al halle ges. The uestio of spo t s elatio ship to the ight
so t of populis
to o o Dut h politi ia Ma k ‘utte s ha d ph ase is sudde l p essi g. The
philosophy of sport has offered rigorous analyses of sport's relationship to justice and fairness, but
as liberalism comes under question, not merely must our accepted approaches to the political
philosophy of sport be defended and expanded, but new approaches, perhaps borrowed from
Continental Philosophy, must be explored. The philosophy of sport may need to engage more
urgently with related disciplines, such as political science, sociology and economics.
If the political, and indeed economic and cultural, contexts of sport are in flux, so too is the
relationship between sport and technology. This is not news. The use and misuse of technology,
most markedly in the form of pharmaceutical enhancements, has concerned the philosophy of sport
perhaps since its inception. Worries, more broadly, about post-human technologies have also
occupied us, and will continue to do so. The digital revolution is in the process of creating new esports, and we have already begun to address this new phenomenon. We can look forward to a
special issue of Sports, Ethics & Philosophy dedicated to the philosophical and ethical implications of
the application of neuroscience. The athlete, not least at the subject of sports science, is an
increasingly complex and even alien being, in danger of becoming estranged from spectators and
fans.
In the next decade the very meaning of sport might be challenged by all these social and cultural
factors. Yet one hopes that sport will still have its roots in play, and the philosophy of sport should
never forget its kinship with the philosophy of play. Paradoxically, as the times may seem to grow
more ominous and disturbing, they are also times that, globally, liberate more of us, both adults and
children, to play. The right to play, enshrined in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child,
remains as important as ever.
As an academic journal, Sports, Ethics & Philosophy faces a future that is also changing, not least
with respect to digital technology. Innovative ways must be found to integrate the journal with
social media. This is indeed a challenge for all academics, and especially for those, like me, of a

certain age, who have not grown up with social media. But this new digital landscape offers exciting
new possibilities. It was never enough for academia only to talk to academia, especially in a
discipline that confronts the non-academic world as openly as does ours. I of course believe that
philosophers of sport have much to say that can make a different to sport, and we must speak
directly and clearly to sport's various organising and governing bodies, to participants and indeed to
fans and spectators. The new digital age offers exciting platforms through which to disseminate our
ideas and hopefully to offer a benign influence on the sporting world.
Philosophy rarely solves problems. That is not, I think, its primary purpose. It clarifies the nature of
the problem, and provides conceptual tools to think it through, and those tools are potentially of
great benefit to those for whom the problem has practical urgency. The rigorous analyses that
Sports, Ethics & Philosophy has published over its first ten years, alongside the application of these
analyses to the practical problems of sport, has been of enormous importance. Philosophers of
sport have wielded their conceptual tools impressively. While the philosophy of sport will have new
challenges ahead, precisely because sport itself will face new challenges, I have no doubt that the
contributors and readers of Sports, Ethics & Philosophy will respond confidently and insightfully to
those challenges, as they always have. It is a great privilege to be permitted to take up the reins for
Sports, Ethics & Philosophy from Mike McNamee, albeit a slightly daunting privilege. So, onward
with volume 11.

